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1 P RO C E ED I NG S

2 (10:01 a.m.)

3 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: We're on the record.

4 My name is Ronald Spritzer. I am the

5 Chairman of this Atomic Safety and Licensing Board

6 Panel.

7 We are here in the matter of Calvert

8 Cliffs Nuclear Project and UniStar Nuclear Operating

9 Services. This is Docket No. 52-16-COL.

10 Okay. Interesting beginning for a hearing

11 about a public utility power project. This is ASLBP

12 No. 09-874-02-COL-BD01.

13 We are here to hear oral argument on

14 basically two issues. We have two pending contentions

15 in this case, one dealing with foreign ownership,

16 specifically the provision on foreign ownership in the

17 Atomic Energy Act, and the implementing NRC

18 regulations, and we're going to hear argument on a

19 show cause order that the Board issued following a

20 staff determination about that issue.

21 The subject of the show cause order was

22 whether the Board should proceed to enter summary

23 disposition on the foreign-ownership issue, and issue

24 a determination on whether or not the license should

25 be granted and terminate the proceeding.
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1 The second issue we will hear argument on

2 is related to the foreign-ownership issue and that it

3 concerns whether we should proceed to hear or to

4 conduct an evidentiary hearing and to generally

5 proceed with another contention, an environmental

6 contention, Contention 10-C, basically how we should

7 handle that, depending on what our ruling is on

8 Contention 1.

9 I've identified myself already. I'll ask

10 the other two judges to identify themselves. As I

11 suspect everyone has noticed, one of our judges is

12 participating by teleconference.

13 Why don't we start with you, Judge Sager,

14 make sure everything's working there.

15 JUDGE SAGER: Okay. Can you hear me?

16 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: I can hear you.

17 JUDGE SAGER: Okay. Good morning,

18 everyone. I'm William Sager. As you might guess, I'm

19 a part-time member of the ASLBP. I'm at Texas A&M

20 University, which is my main employer.

21 And I apologize for not being in

22 Washington today, but by doing it by teleconference it

23 saves the Government several thousand dollars in cost

24 to get me up there, but -- so, if you'll bear with me

25 this morning.
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1 Please identify yourself as you're

2 speaking because I may not be able to tell because I'm

3 not actually in the room and, hopefully, this will

4 work okay.

5 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: As far as volume goes,

6 anyone -- can the people in the back hear Judge Sager?

7 Okay. I hear affirmative nods. Seeing no

8 negative nods, we'll proceed.

9 JUDGE ARNOLD: And I am Judge Gary Arnold.

10 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Why don't we go around

11 and identify the representatives, just those who will

12 actually be participating in the argument. And we can

13 start with the NRC staff on my left.

14 MR. GENDELMAN: My name is Adam Gendelman

15 for the NRC staff.

16 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: And --

17 MR. GENDELMAN: With me is Marian Zobler

18 also.

19 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: And we have a

20 representative from the state also sitting at your

21 table.

22 MR. BOLEA: Yes. Good morning, Your

23 Honor. Brent Bolea on behalf of the State of

24 Maryland.

25 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Okay. And as I
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1 understand it, the state doesn't wish to participate

2 in the argument directly, simply to note your

3 appearance here today?

4 MR. BOLEA: That's correct, Your Honor.

5 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: And for the

6 Applicants.

7 MR. REPKA: Good morning. My name is

8 David Repka, counsel for UniStar and, with me at

9 counsel table is my colleague, Tyson Smith. And, on

10 his left, is Carey Fleming, who is in-house counsel

11 for UniStar.

12 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: And for the Joint

13 Intervenors?

14 MR. MARIOTTE: I'm Michael Mariotte from

15 the Nuclear Information and Resource Service. With me

16 is Paul Gunter from Beyond Nuclear.

17 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Very good. For all

18 members of the audience, I'll try and keep you

19 apprised, as we're going through this, what we're

20 hearing, what we're talking about. Please, no

21 talking, no cell phones, et cetera. We want to be

22 able to focus our attention on what the

23 representatives of the parties are telling us.

24 All right. One thing we didn't cover in

25 the oral argument order was the actual order of
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1 argument; that is, who will speak first, second and

2 third. At least my tentative suggestion, but I'm

3 willing to hear others, if anyone feels differently,

4 would be to start with the Joint Intervenors. They

5 are, in effect, the proponents of the relief we

6 proposed in our show cause order.

7 Then, move to the staff, which is

8 somewhere in the middle, and finally to the Applicants

9 which are opposed. Anyone? Speak freely if you have

10 any thoughts one way or the other on that.

11 Does anybody have any problem with that?

12 MR. REPKA: Judge Spritzer, we have no

13 objection to that.

14 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: All right. Then, the

15 Intervenors have 25 minutes. You may reserve whatever

16 time you think is appropriate for rebuttal, if you

17 want to. You are not required to do that.

18 MR. MARIOTTE: Thank you. I would like to

19 reserve five minutes or so for rebuttal, but I doubt

20 if I'll take the full time.

21 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Okay. I'll keep track

22 for you.

23 MR. MARIOTTE: Your Honor, for holding

24 this hearing and for issuing the show cause order.

25 The Applicant, UniStar Nuclear, is wholly-
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1 owned by Electricit6 de France which, itself, is 85

2 percent owned by the French Government. It proposes

3 to build a nuclear reactor supplied by Areva, another

4 company 85 percent owned by the French Government.

5 The Atomic Energy Act states plainly that

6 a U.S. nuclear reactor project cannot be owned,

7 controlled or dominated by a foreign corporation or

8 government. Only one of those three need to be

9 determined for a project to be found in violation of

10 the Act.

11 We have argued from the beginning of this

12 proceeding that this project runs afoul of all three

13 of these criteria.

14 It is not possible to be more than 100

15 percent owned by a foreign entity, and this project is

16 100 percent owned by a foreign entity, Electricit6 de

17 France.

18 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Well, let me back up

19 -- stop you there and ask a question about the

20 ownership situation and --

21 MR. MARIOTTE: Okay.

22 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: -- I think we'll ask,

23 essentially, a similar question of everyone.

24 As I understand the ownership situation,

25 the two Applicants, Calvert Cliffs 3 Nuclear Project
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1 LLC and UniStar Nuclear Operating Services LLC are not

2 actually directly or immediately owned by a foreign

3 corporation.

4 There's a hierarchy or a chain of

5 ownership which eventually gets back to a French

6 corporation, EDF SA, but the ownership is not direct.

7 Does that matter? I mean, does it make

8 any difference that the immediate owner of the

9 proposed licensees would actually be another American

10 corporation, and we only get to the French entity

11 several steps up the chain of ownership?

12 MR. MARIOTTE: I believe that it does not

13 make a difference because we're talking about -- I

14 think they do have some sort of Delaware limited

15 liability corporation which, itself, is a hundred

16 percent owned.

17 I mean, the ownership trail leads solely

18 to Electricit6 de France. There are -- there's no

19 other money in the project. In the end, that's who

20 owns this project.

21 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Well, I understand

22 that as a practical matter, but in the law we have

23 these legal -- perhaps some would call them "legal

24 fiction," that a corporation is a separate entity.

25 There has been no piercing of the corporate veil or
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1 any of the corporate entities that are involved in

2 this chain of ownership.

3 So, absent that -- I'm certainly not

4 suggesting it's not problematical under at least one

5 of the three prongs of the statutory provision. It's

6 either ownership or control or domination.

7 I guess what I'm asking is: Given that we

8 have a situation where the immediate owner appears to

9 be an American corporation, are we dealing with an

10 ownership problem or a control or domination problem,

11 or all three?

12 MR. MARIOTTE: I believe we are dealing

13 with all three. There is an ownership problem. I

14 think it is, you know, a fiction to think that anybody

15 other than Electricit6 de France currently owns this

16 company in the end.

17 And, clearly, Electricit6 de France

18 dominates this project, and clearly, they control this

19 project. They control this small limited liability

20 corporation that may be in between them. There may

21 even be more than one. I don't know. Their structure

22 has changed several times during the course of this

23 proceeding.

24 At one point there were, I think, seven

25 different limited liability corporations involved in
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1 this project, one on top of the other. But, you know,

2 I think most of us sort of call them like shell

3 corporations. I mean, they exist for specific

4 purposes and don't reflect the broader ownership or

5 control or, in this case, domination.

6 And then when you add in -- we've argued

7 this all along. When you add in that the reactor

8 would be designed and manufactured by another arm of

9 the French government, Areva, the French government is

10 ultimately the entity that is backing this project.

11 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Let me just stop for

12 a -- Judge Sager, are you hearing everything well down

13 in Texas?

14 JUDGE SAGER: I hear you fine.

15 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Great. Okay. Sorry,

16 I didn't -- I just wanted to check.

17 Please proceed.

18 MR. MARIOTTE: Okay. And we wanted to

19 actually thank the NRC staff for correcting the record

20 and pointing out that Unistar's recent brief on a

21 hundred percent foreign ownership of a small part of

22 a reactor project -- because we thought that brief was

23 highly misleading.

24 No one has ever said that a foreign entity

25 cannot own some small piece of a reactor project.
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1 We've never alleged that.

2 If you go back to the legislative history

3 of the Atomic Energy Act, there was a proposed

4 amendment that would have limited foreign ownership to

5 five percent. That amendment was not adopted;

6 therefore, we know that a foreign entity can own at

7 least five percent, but it can't own a hundred percent

8 and it cannot control or dominate a U.S. reactor

9 project.

10 So, in our view, just to repeat, this

11 project is clearly owned, controlled and dominated by

12 the French government. It can't be licensed in the

13 United States, and the NRC staff has agreed and issued

14 their determination that it cannot obtain a license.

15 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: If we're dealing with

16 control and domination -- or domination, as opposed to

17 ownership, as the record before us stands now, we have

18 two competing affidavits; one submitted by the staff's

19 expert, the other submitted by the Applicant's, I

20 take, of course, diametrically opposed views as to

21 whether the negation plan prepared by the Applicant

22 should be sufficient to negate ownership, domination

23 or control, doesn't that mean we should actually hold

24 a hearing and hear both experts in person and evaluate

25 their testimony, rather than before we -- rather than
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1 going ahead and ruling just based on what's before us

2 now?

3 Or, can we make a decision now?

4 MR. MARIOTTE: Well, my understanding, and

5 I don't have the relevant part of the regs with me,

6 but when I went over them, it appeared to me to be

7 clear that an entity with a hundred percent ownership

8 could not submit a negation action plan.

9 I could look that up and get back to you

10 on that --

11 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: That's fine.

12 MR. MARIOTTE: -- citation, but we did

13 look at that issue and it didn't appear that there was

14 an avenue for a negation action plan in the case of a

15 hundred percent ownership.

16 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: The staff appears to

17 -- we can get that answer from the staff. The staff

18 appears to have evaluated the plan, nevertheless, and

19 ultimately concluded it wasn't sufficient.

20 MR. MARIOTTE: And we would agree with

21 that.

22 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Right. Okay. Let me

23 proceed to the other aspects of our show cause order.

24 Assuming we were to agree with you that we

25 should grant summary disposition on Contention 1, what
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1 should we do then? Do the other -- does the other

2 Contention matter? You're the one proponent of it, so

3 you're the person that's able to answer that question.

4 MR. MARIOTTE: At this point, the

5 Contention 10 would not affect the outcome of this

6 proceeding, regardless of who wins. If the Applicants

7 prevail on Contention 10, it does not grant them a

8 license. If we prevail, it does not change the fact

9 that if you rule in our favor on Contention 1, the

10 license already has been denied.

11 So, at this point we don't see any reason

12 to proceed with Contention 10. We do have a concern

13 that -- I mean, in our view, the proper thing to do in

14 this case would be to rule in our favor, of course, to

15 deny a license, and to -- and the proceeding.

16 But, it's our understanding from the NRC's

17 position that they intend to continue reviewing the

18 Application, anyway, and continuing on with this, even

19 though, in our view, the application -- the Applicant

20 is no longer even eligible to file an application

21 under the Atomic Energy Act.

22 And the NRC staff has said, "Well, we

23 don't revisit docketing decisions," but in this case

24 they docketed an application that has now been found

25 shouldn't -- you know, in essence, shouldn't have been
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1 docketed.

2 So, we think the appropriate thing is for

3 the application process to cease if, as the Applicant

4' has indicated, they find a new partner at some time in

5 the future -- and I'll point out that they said in

6 their brief they need better economic conditions for

7 nuclear reactor construction, a restructuring of the

8 electricity industry in the State of Maryland and a

9 Department of Energy loan guarantee to be able to

10 attract a new partner.

11 You know, it could be quite a long time

12 before they find one. At that point there will be a

13 different applicant than applied in the first place,

14 you know, substantially different. They should

15 reapply. I mean, that's what we think should happen.

16 However, if the NRC staff insists on

17 continuing its review of the application, then -- and

18 then the proceeding would put a lot of uncertainly on

19 Joint Intervenors and probably everybody else in the

20 process.

21 Presumably, you know, at some point, you

22 know, maybe years down the road UniStar gets a new

23 partner, then a new Board would likely have to be

24 established that has not been reviewing this issue all

25 along.
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1 That would be of some concern to us.

2 We would expect, given our position on

3 this issue, we've given the fact that, you know, our

4 contention originally was filed on the original

5 corporate structure of UniStar which was, you know,

6 had substantial involvement from a U.S. firm,

7 Constellation Energy, we would expect we would be

8 filing a new contention on this issue if they get a

9 new partner because it's likely to continue to be

10 dominated by the French government.

11 So, that causes us some concern and, as

12 one alternative, we'd suggest that, to place the

13 entire proceeding in abeyance. Don't move ahead with

14 Contention 10. Don't move ahead with Contention 1.

15 Don't move ahead with discovery. Just put the entire

16 proceeding in abeyance until the Applicants either,

17 you know, withdraw the application or the NRC staff

18 decides, well, this application is done for, we're not

19 going to review it anymore or there's a material

20 change in the circumstances.

21 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Well, we're starting

22 to wander into, a little, into our second issue. So,

23 why don't --

24 MR. MARIOTTE: All right.

25 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: And we definitely want
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1 to talk about that, and you, of course, are responding

2 to my question, so I'm not faulting you for answering

3 it, but why don't we save that for a little later.

4 MR. MARIOTTE: Okay.

5 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Maybe at this point --

6 do you have anything more you want to say specifically

7 about the foreign-ownership, domination, control

8 issue? If not, we can save the rest of your time for

9 rebuttal and we can move on and ask the staff some

10 questions.

11 MR. MARIOTTE: Yes. I think we can save

12 the rest of the time.

13 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Okay. I think you

14 took about -- you'll have ten minutes reserved for

15 rebuttal.

16 Why don't we proceed now and hear from the

17 staff. Mr. Gendelman.

18 MR. GENDELMAN: Good morning, Your Honor.

19 I'm Adam Gendelman for the staff.

20 Well, the staff does not opposed the

21 Board's granting summary disposition as to Contention

22 1. Keeping the proceeding open by holding Contention

23 1 in abeyance would be appropriate.

24 Before the Board are essentially issues

25 procedural in nature. At this phase in the
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1 proceeding, the staff believes that holding Contention

2 1 in abeyance would be appropriate, as the current

3 schedules for completion of the final SER for Calvert

4 Cliffs 3 and the EPR design certification final rule

5 currently target early 2013, and the Applicant has

6 stated that it understands that a license will not be

7 issued given its current ownership structure and is

8 seeking a domestic partner to comply with 5038.

9 I would like to briefly discuss the

10 underlying NRC foreign ownership, control and

11 domination which I might inadvertently abbreviate FOCD

12

13 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Well, let me start

14 with the question that I asked Mr. Mariotte, and that

15 is: Is this an ownership case, a control case, a

16 domination case, all three, two of the three? Which

17 is it?

18 MR. GENDELMAN: Well, the --

19 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Keeping in mind that,

20 as I mentioned earlier, if I'm understanding the set-

21 up correctly, the immediate owner of the two

22 Applicants is actually, itself, an American

23 corporation. It's not a foreign entity.

24 We only get to the foreign entity when we

25 get several steps removed from the immediate owners.
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1 MR. GENDELMAN: Both Section 103-D and

2 50.38 say foreign ownership, control or domination.

3 It's a disjunct.

4 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Correct.

5 MR. GENDELMAN: So, it could be any of

6 them, and satisfaction of any of them; that is, if

7 there's foreign ownership but not control or

8 domination, foreign control but not ownership or

9 domination, foreign domination but not ownership or

10 control, any one of which would be sufficient to

11 trigger those provisions.

12 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Sure, I understand

13 that. But I guess my -- I'm trying to figure -- I

14 think the -- and let me explain why I think this

15 matters: We do have a battle of the experts here

16 between your expert and the Applicant's expert, and

17 I'm trying to figure out, does that matter here.

18 Maybe it doesn't matter if we are in an

19 ownership situation, a hundred percent ownership

20 situation. Well, let me ask: Is it the staff's

21 position, on the one hand you're -- what is it called

22 -- the "Standard Review Plan for Foreign Ownership"

23 seems to suggest that a hundred percent ownership,

24 assuming that exists here, would be a complete --

25 would, in itself, be sufficient -- to borrow a term
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1 from antitrust law, per se violation, is that the

2 staff's position?

3 MR. GENDELMAN: That is the staff's

4 position.

5 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Okay.

6 MR. GENDELMAN: That one hundred percent

7 ownership, anything else notwithstanding would bar the

8 issuance of a license, and the SRP actually states

9 this explicitly, noting just an exception where the

10 Commission knows that the foreign-owned corporation is

11 held largely by U.S. stockholders.

12 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Okay. So, if we have

13 -- I guess what may be a little confusing, that was --

14 you then went ahead, though, and actually evaluated

15 their negation action plan, if that's the right term.

16 Why did you do that if -- if a hundred percent

17 ownership is sufficient, in itself? Why not just

18 leave it there and say, "We don't need to get into

19 this issue"?

20 MR. GENDELMAN: I think the staff wanted

21 to be complete and also, if the underlying ownership

22 scheme were to change, that information could be of

23 help to the Applicant in designing a negation action

24 plan.

25 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Okay. You said, "We
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1 should hold this Contention 1 in abeyance," but, of

2 course the staff didn't hold its foreign-ownership

3 determination in abeyance. But, what's the

4 difference? Why shouldn't we go ahead and put our two

5 cents in, just as you've done?

6 MR. GENDELMAN: So the staff, in its

7 review, felt it had all the information it needed to

8 make a determination as to whether this portion of the

9 application satisfied NRC regulations.

10 Previous to this, it had actually issued

11 two different RAIs, one prior to the change in UniStar

12 operation -- ownership, excuse me, and one after.

13 Felt it had all the information it needed to make a

14 determination and notified the Applicant of that

15 determination timely.

16 But I would also note that the same letter

17 said that we would support a meeting with the

18 Applicant to discuss our review and have forward.

19 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: How long can this go

20 on? I mean, the -- the current ownership situation,

21 as I understand it, has existed since approximately

22 November 2010, if not earlier. So, that's roughly six

23 or seven months already.

24 Does the staff see any end point at which

25 you would say, "All right. We're not -- this
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1 application -- not only can we not grant a license

2 but, under the language of the regulations, this

3 application shouldn't be -- couldn't be filed, at

4 least as an original application"?

5 I understand you're not going to revisit

6 your docketing determination -- and just say, "Enough

7 is enough. We're calling it quits."

8 MR. GENDELMAN: I wouldn't want to

9 speculate as to, you know, what future amendments will

10 or won't come. I think the Applicant certainly knows

11 much better sort of the condition on that.

12 I think, at the present time, where the

13 reviews, absent this issue, are, that abeyance is

14 appropriate currently. I certainly think that, as the

15 staff's review progresses, the situation could change

16 and a reassessment would be appropriate. But, at this

17 time, I think abeyance is appropriate.

18 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: If we went ahead with

19 the environmental contention, assuming that we allow

20 the amended Contention and we don't grant summary

21 disposition, assuming all that, we proceed to hearing,

22 we issue our initial decision -- as things stand now,

23 that's the only other Contention we have -- at that

24 point we'd be done, wouldn't we?

25 I mean, the abeyance, holding -- we can
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1 only hold it in abeyance so long, it seems to me, at

2 least if we proceed with the environmental contention.

3 At that point -- and once we issue an initial

4 decision, the Applicant can, of course, appeal to the

5 Commission any of our rulings, but aren't we done as

6 a Board? Don't we have to say that we don't think the

7 license should or shouldn't -- is or is not properly

8 authorized at that point?

9 MR. GENDELMAN: With Contention 1 -- I'm

10 sorry. With Contention 10 to dispose of however, and

11 Contention 1 in abeyance --

12 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Well, wouldn't we then

13 have to go ahead and rule on Contention 1? I don't

14 think we could just leave it out there indefinitely is

15 what I'm saying, I guess, if we're going to proceed

16 with the environmental contention?

17 MR. GENDELMAN: I don't think you would

18 leave it out indefinitely, but I think, within the

19 Board's general powers, under 2.319-G, to regulate the

20 course of the proceeding, that if, for example,

21 following that determination, the Board thought that

22 abeyance is appropriate for some additional period of

23 time, that that could be appropriate.

24 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Okay.

25 JUDGE ARNOLD: I just have a couple of
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1 questions for staff here. Since 10 CFR 50.38 appears

2 to preclude a foreign-owned, controlled or dominated

3 company from even applying for a license, and the

4 staff, itself, has found that the current ownership

5 structure does not comply with 10 CFR 50.38, I was

6 just trying to figure out what -- what is the

7 justification or rationalization for continuing the

8 application review.

9 MR. GENDELMAN: I think, as was noted, the

10 staff made its determination of April 2011, that the

11 RAI submission, RAI 281 based on the now-current

12 ownership scheme, following the change from late last

13 year, did not comply with 50.38.

14 I note that when this portion of the

15 application was originally docketed in June of 2008,

16 the ownership scheme was very different, and we

17 promptly notified the Applicant and made clear that

18 staff will not issue a license to an applicant that

19 doesn't meet the 50.38 requirement.

20 The docketing decision is a point-in-time

21 decision under 2.101, and those decisions are

22 generally not revisited.

23 JUDGE ARNOLD: Okay. I've read quite a

24 lot about the negation action plan, and I am trying to

25 find out if there's any rule or statute of any sort
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1 that recognizes a negation action plan.

2 MR. GENDELMAN: As a --

3 JUDGE ARNOLD: Well, it --

4 MR. GENDELMAN: -- countermeasure?

5 JUDGE ARNOLD: -- seems to me that

6 negation action plan is being used to somehow

7 circumvent the plain reading of what's in the Atomic

8 Energy Act and what's in 10 CFR 50.38, and I would

9 just like to know if there is some legal justification

10 for that.

11 MR. GENDELMAN: Yes, Your Honor. I'm

12 looking at the final Standard Review Plan on Foreign

13 Ownership that the Commission approved in 1999. I'm

14 in Section 4.4 of the SRP. It's on page 52359 of the

15 Federal Register Notice but, in short, Section 4.4 --

16 in Section 4.4, the reviewer is directed, after going

17 through additional steps in determining foreign

18 ownership, control or domination -- Section 4.4 is

19 called "Negation Action Plan," and discussed the

20 procedures for a reviewer to analyze that portion of

21 the application if there's an initial finding that

22 basically there could be foreign ownership, control or

23 domination, that would need to be appropriately

24 mitigated for a license to issue.

25 JUDGE ARNOLD: Is there anything in that
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1 Standard Review Plan that says it's legally-binding

2 and has the weight of a rule?

3 MR. GENDELMAN: No. The Standard Review

4 Chapter Section, while it was approved by the

5 Commission in SRM, sequi 99.165 is exactly what it

6 purports to be. It's guidance.

7 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Let me ask this maybe

8 rather technical legal question, but in terms of

9 trying to figure out whether we should regard EDF SA,

10 the French corporation as, quote, "the owner," of the

11 Applicants, should we use normal principles of

12 corporate law, such as piercing the veil or not -- the

13 idea that each corporation is a separate entity unless

14 the veil is pierced?

15 MR. GENDELMAN: The short answer is no.

16 The staff's FOCD analysis is a qualitative analysis

17 where the specific factors in each case are

18 considered. So, -- and the SRP actually makes

19 reference to this, that corporations can dream an

20 infinite number of schemes -- of, you know, of set-

21 up's of ownership, of subsidiaries, of co-owned

22 subsidiaries and that the staff's analysis, you know,

23 considers sort of the entire picture in making its

24 FOCD determination.

25 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Yes. I certainly
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1 understand that. I guess I'm focused on the more

2 narrow question of do we have ownership or control or

3 domination. And just if we're looking just at

4 ownership, there's no question that this arrangement

5 poses a problem under the Atomic Energy Act. I don't

6 think even the Applicants dispute that.

7 The question is about what exactly -- the

8 finding of the nature of the problem which seems to be

9 relevant here because of the battle between the

10 experts, I can see that if the issue was control or

11 domination, maybe we do have a battle with the

12 experts, and we need to hear testimony.

13 On the other hand, if it's a straight

14 ownership issue, I don't know how you can negate

15 ownership other than ceasing to be an owner, and that

16 hasn't happened yet.

17 MR. GENDELMAN: With respect to sort of a

18 battle of the experts regarding whether or not a

19 particular scheme -- I shouldn't say "scheme." --

20 sort of setup, indeed, it is foreign-controlled or

21 dominated, I agree that there could be sort of a

22 disagreement amongst experts.

23 But I think, with respect to ownership,

24 you're exactly right, that ownership is ownership, but

25 I actually think the SRP speaks to a situation very
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1 much like the one here.

2 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: What page are you on?

3 MR. GENDELMAN: This is -- go to the

4 notice. In the Federal Register Notice it's 52358.

5 In the Review Section itself, 3.2, "Guidance on

6 applying basic limitations."

7 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Okay.

8 MR. GENDELMAN: "Where an Applicant that

9 is seeking to acquire a 100 percent interest in the

10 facility is wholly-owned by a U.S. Company, that is

11 wholly-owned by a foreign corporation, the Applicant

12 will not be eligible for a license, unless the

13 Commission knows that the foreign parent stock is

14 largely-owned by U.S. citizens."

15 That was the exception I noted before.

16 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Yes.

17 MR. GENDELMAN: But I think that sort of

18 contemplates the situation here. But my understanding

19 is that the sort of traditional concepts of not

20 piercing the corporate veil are generally not observed

21 in our reviews.

22 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Okay.

23 MR. GENDELMAN: That we look sort of more

24 deeply and for, you know, a real sense as to whether

25 or not there is foreign ownership, control or
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1 domination.

2 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Okay. All right.

3 JUDGE ARNOLD: Can I follow up on that

4 just a second?

5 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Do you have anything

6 further on this issue or do you want to -- we'll come

7 back to the question of future management of the case

8 later on.

9 MR. GENDELMAN: I would just like to speak

10 briefly about a couple of arguments that were raised

11 in the Applicant's filings.

12 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Okay.

13 MR. GENDELMAN: Regarding ripeness and the

14 -- whether or not there is a genuine dispute, which I

15 think we touched on earlier.

16 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Yes.

17 MR. GENDELMAN: With respect to ripeness,

18 the staff does not agree that this issue is not ripe

19 for adjudication. The staff understands that the

20 Applicant has stated that they do intend to seek a

21 domestic partner, but from my reading of the

22 Applicant's discussion of the sort of current context

23 in seeking to continue the negotiations with DOE

24 regarding loan guarantee and changing the regulatory

25 environment in Maryland, that when in the horizon
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1 these may or may not occur is, at least, uncertain.

2 And, at the end of the day, the Board

3 would be deciding an issue on an application currently

4 before the Commission on an admitted contention

5 regarding the application as it currently stands.

6 So, staff does not agree that this issue

7 is unripe for adjudication.

8 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: So, we can decide it.

9 You just think we might, as a matter of judgment or

10 prudence, we might want to put it off since the facts

11 might change later on down the road?

12 MR. GENDELMAN: That's right, but I

13 certainly don't think that Commission doctrine about

14 ripeness would bar the Board from doing so.

15 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Okay. In terms of

16 what might happen later, but supposed we did go ahead

17 and rule, grant summary disposition now, at least up

18 to the point that we issue an initial decision or a

19 decision, whatever it might be on Contention 10-C,

20 can't they always come back to us and say, "Look, the

21 facts have changed. You should vacate your summary

22 disposition order on Contention 1, and let's go back

23 and litigate that issue on the new set of facts,

24 rather than just maintaining an old order that's now

25 out-of-date."
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1 MR. GENDELMAN: What's the saying, "If

2 things were different they'd be different." I think

3 if there was a change to the application and that

4 change were, obviously, made publicly available and

5 opportunity to file a Contentions was offered, then

6 that could proceed depending on what the change was,

7 whether it was really significant, applying the 2.309

8 criteria, et cetera.

9 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Okay. I mean, there's

10 a limit on filing motions for reconsideration, but

11 this wouldn't really be a motion for -- this

12 hypothetical motion they might file some day wouldn't

13 be, I wouldn't think, a motion for reconsideration, it

14 would be more like a motion to vacate an order based

15 on a change in facts which, as a general rule, I think

16 courts can do anytime up to the point they issue a

17 final judgment.

18 MR. GENDELMAN: And I think, again, just

19 sort of following your scenario, that whether it was

20 filed, a new Contention or amended Contention that

21 some aspect of the basis would change, and so I think

22 it would sort of present a new issue, as opposed to

23 one just to be revisited.

24 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Okay.

25 MR. GENDELMAN: And we touched on this
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1 earlier. With respect to the second point I wanted to

2 reach regarding whether or not there's a genuine issue

3 of material fact, the Applicant's affidavit addresses

4 the Statute of Relitigation Action Plan, but does not

5 address what we discussed previously, which was the

6 underlying ownership issue.

7 And, again, while the Board thinks that

8 abeyance -- I'm sorry. -- the staff thinks that

9 abeyance would be appropriate, I don't think that that

10 would be sufficient to bar the Court from ruling just

11 insofar as there's no dispute about the ownership

12 scheme and, for the reasons we discussed, that's

13 sufficient for the Board to grant summary disposition.

14 So, I don't think that's a material

15 dispute to the extent that you have what would appear

16 to be a battle of affiance.

17 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Suppose we were to --

18 just hypothetically, suppose we were to -- that we

19 thought that you really out to be applying standard

20 notions of corporate law when you make these

21 determinations, I understand that would be

22 inconsistent with the Standard Review Plan.

23 Well, let me back up a minute. Do you

24 think -- is the Standard Review Plan binding upon the

25 Board or simply something that we should give some --
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1 MR. GENDELMAN: No.

2 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: -- serious

3 consideration to?

4 MR. GENDELMAN: No. As I said before, I

5 think it's -- it's guidance. I think the Commission

6 involvement, if nothing else, signals the importance

7 of this issue, but it's certainly not binding.

8 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Okay. So if we were

9 to hypothetically, again, say we think that this issue

10 ought to be decided using corporate law as it's

11 practiced in the United States, and we don't buy the

12 idea that -- that each corporate -- that we should

13 just sort of blend them all together and say, well,

14 the ultimate owner is foreign and, therefore, that's

15 enough. So it's really more of a control and

16 domination issue than an ownership issue.

17 At that point, don't we have a battle of

18 the experts about control or domination that we would

19 need to hear testimony about? Again, hypothetically.

20 I'm not saying that's --

21 MR. GENDELMAN: I understand. I don't

22 think the staff quite sort of blends them all

23 together. I think that in its qualitative analysis,

24 the staff looks at the ownership structure and the

25 fact that, for example, a foreign interest is iterated
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1 through other foreign or domestic parents or

2 grandparents is certainly considered.

3 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Yes.

4 MR. GENDELMAN: And that setup, with

5 respect to intermediate boards and how each

6 organization controls the ones below it or is

7 controlled by the ones above it is certainly

8 considered.

9 So, I -- it's I don't think that apparent

10 force gets up is just considered as if they had owned

11 it, again, in the staff's analysis. But --

12 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Not automatically?

13 MR. GENDELMAN: No. I think if we sort of

14 did reach the merits in whatever form on this

15 contention, the Board certainly could find for the

16 staff, the Intervenors, or the Applicant on the

17 Contention before them.

18 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: All right. Do you

19 have anything further on our first issue?

20 MR. GENDELMAN: I do not.

21 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Judge Sager, I forgot

22 to check with you after Mr. Mariotte finished, but

23 I'll be more diligent this time. Do you have any

24 questions for the NRC staff?

25 JUDGE SAGER: Yes. Actually, I have a
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1 couple of them and one of them was to follow up, I

2 think, what you were trying to get at, and let me see

3 if how I can phrase it. Basically, I was trying to

4 find out, given the hundred percent ownership issue,

5 is there any acceptable negation plan?

6 It sounded like -- I think the answer I

7 heard is "No."

8 MR. GENDELMAN: That's correct, Your

9 Honor.

10 JUDGE SAGER: Okay. I thought that was

11 your answer. Thank you.

12 You say that the time is not necessarily

13 ripe for -- to adjudicate this issue. When does the

14 time become ripe?

15 MR. GENDELMAN: Well, as I noted, I

16 certainly have no clairvoyance as to what the ensuing

17 weeks, months will bring, but just because of where

18 the status review is with respect to the counter place

19 application and the sign certification for the EPR.

20 It's sort of -- there's nothing sort of --

21 it's not as if all but this issue is resolved. And

22 so, if in a reasonable period of time there were

23 changes to the application, I think it could be

24 appropriate, now to hold Contention 1 in abeyance

25 pending those changes, given that the Applicant has
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1 represented repeatedly that they are seeking a

2 domestic partner.

3 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: On the other hand it

4 would also give them --

5 I'm sorry. Go ahead, Judge. I didn't

6 mean to interrupt.

7 JUDGE SAGER: That's all right. Go ahead

8 and finish up, Ron.

9 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Well, it would have --

10 if we issue our decision, that would have the same

11 effect, essentially, as the staff, they'll know

12 exactly where they stand with us. They already know,

13 of course, where they stand with you and what they

14 have to do.

15 They'll have, for whatever it may be

16 worth, the opinion of another entity within the NRC as

17 to whether this is an acceptable approach, and what

18 they may need to do to correct the problem.

19 MR. GENDELMAN: And ultimately, the staff

20 thinks that that would certainly be within the Board's

21 power and that, you know, given the information before

22 them, that summary disposition could be granted.

23 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Right.

24 MR. GENDELMAN: And that this is more of

25 a procedural question before the Board.
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1 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Very good.

2 Judge Sager, did you have anything else?

3 JUDGE SAGER: One final question, and that

4 was, you know, in one of the Applicant documents they

5 mentioned challenging the determination letter. Is

6 that possible and have they done that?

7 MR. GENDELMAN: The Applicant's reply to

8 the staff's determination letter -- and I have the ML

9 number, if that's helpful. It's ML-1119A078.

10 Acknowledge receipt of the staff's

11 determination letter, and it's stated that they

12 reaffirm their commitment to seek a U.S. partner and

13 will update the application accordingly.

14 I certainly wouldn't want to speak for the

15 Applicant, but I don't understand the Applicant to be

16 contesting the staff's determination insofar as

17 they've stated that they acknowledge that a license

18 will not issue until the staff is satisfied that 50.38

19 is met.

20 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: What is the procedure

21 for contesting the determination letter, if there is

22 one set out in the regulations?

23 MR. GENDELMAN: Can I consult with my

24 client for a moment?

25 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Certainly.
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1 MR. GENDELMAN: Thank you, Your Honor. I

2 just wanted to confirm my understanding.

3 There's no formal procedure in the

4 regulations, but the Applicant can submit an amendment

5 or can request a hearing on the staff's determination.

6 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Hearing before who?

7 MR. GENDELMAN: I think it would be

8 addressed to the Commission.

9 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Do you have anything

10 further on that?

11 JUDGE SAGER: If I may, my question was

12 directed less at the ownership issue and more at the

13 -- at the position that perhaps their -- they could

14 argue that it is possible to have a negation plan that

15 is acceptable.

16 So, my question was really, have they

17 challenged the fact that your determination letter

18 said that the negation plan is unacceptable?

19 MR. GENDELMAN: My understanding with

20 respect to the staff's review is that they have not,

21 but you all can certainly speak to that.

22 I -- the Applicant's reply to the

23 responses to the Board's show cause order did include

24 an affidavit that took issue with aspects of the

25 staff's sort of more expanded finding in its response,
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1 but not sort of in the course of the review itself.

2 JUDGE SAGER: Thank you, Mr. Gendelman.

3 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Anything further for

4 the NRC staff, Judge Sager?

5 JUDGE SAGER: No. That's it for now.

6 Thank you, Judge Spritzer.

7 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Oh, sorry. Go ahead.

8 MR. GENDELMAN: I apologize. I just

9 wanted to raise one other issue very briefly, and that

10 was the issue of the staff's surreply.

11 The staff thought it was necessary only

12 because we wanted to make sure that the Board sort of

13 understood the context in which the two cases cited by

14 the Applicant, Seabrook and Trojan occurred.

15 And both of those determinations, as the

16 staff noted, and including the conclusion of the

17 SER's, which I could cite, but I don't think it's

18 necessary, made reference to the fact that we find

19 that this foreign ownership with respect to the 2.5

20 percent ownerships in this plant, or the 9.9 percent

21 ownership in this plant.

22 So, while the organization was one hundred

23 percent foreign-owned, it's interest in the NRC

24 license facility was that minority stake only.

25 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Those are the staff's
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1 position that, as long as -- once you get below a

2 hundred percent, we're out of ownership and we're now

3 into the other two factors; domination and control?

4 MR. GENDELMAN: I think my answer is "not

5 necessarily." Actually, near the language that I read

6 previously in the SRP, there's a note that -- I'll

7 just find it. This is on the same page.

8 "An applicant that is" -- this is 64 FR

9 52.358. "Where an applicant" -- I'm sorry. "An

10 applicant, for example, that is partially-owned by a

11 foreign entity, for example, partial ownership of 50

12 percent or greater may still be eligible for a license

13 if certain conditions are imposed, such as requiring

14 officers and employees of the Applicant responsible

15 for special nuclear material must be U.S. citizens."

16 So, there's no magic number one way or the

17 other.

18 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Other than a hundred

19 percent?

20 MR. GENDELMAN: Right.

21 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Okay.

22 MR. GENDELMAN: But the SRP language

23 certainly contemplates a scenario where they could be

24 a greater than 50 percent ownership, ultimate

25 ownership that would still be acceptable with
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1 appropriate negation and controls.

2 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: As far as I can

3 recall, the staff never actually reached a conclusion

4 on the original ownership setup that was in existence

5 when the application was filed. Is that true?

6 MR. GENDELMAN: I believe at the time the

7 staff had some RAIs pending when the change occurred.

8 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Okay. Anything

9 further on that?

10 (No response.)

11 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: All right. Well, if

12 we get started with the Applicant we will have gone

13 over an hour by the time you finish, in all

14 likelihood, so why don't we take a ten-minute break,

15 let everybody do whatever is necessary and we'll come

16 back in ten minutes. So, at eleven o'clock.

17 Mr. Gendelman, we'll give you -- you can

18 have five' minutes for rebuttal, since we asked you a

19 number of questions. Very good. Thank you. You can

20 remain seated if you want. We'll be back shortly.

21 (Whereupon, a recess was taken from 10:48

22 a.m. until 11:00 a.m.)

23 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: All right. We're back

24 on the record.

25 Judge Sager, can you hear me?
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1 JUDGE SAGER: I can hear you fine, Judge

2 Spritzer.

3 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: One question I thought

4 of for you, Mr. Gendelman. It doesn't seem at this

5 point that we have any precedential decision from the

6 Commission to follow.

7 I mean, there are actions that have been

8 taken by the staff with regard to other licenses or

9 license transfers but, in terms of actual Commission

10 authority, do we have anything that is precedential

11 and binding on us that's going to answer the questions

12 we need to answer to decide Contention 1?

13 MR. GENDELMAN: In terms of sort of --

14 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Yes, the type of

15 Contentions we've been talking about here today, what

16 -- for example, should we follow or not follow

17 traditional concepts of corporate law, for example?

18 Has the Commission ever spoken as to how

19 a Board or the staff ought to go about analyzing the

20 foreign-ownership issue, other than through the

21 Standard Review Plan, which they, as I understand it,

22 approved, but isn't really a Commission decision?

23 MR. GENDELMAN: I wouldn't want to sort of

24 speak to the merits without consulting with the staff

25 expert, but I don't know of any.
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1 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Okay. Fair enough.

2 All right. Why don't we proceed to the

3 Applicants and their response on these issues.

4 MR. REPKA: Okay. Thank you, Judge

5 Spritzer.

6 Let me first start by clearly stating

7 UniStar's position. We do not believe the Board

8 should grant summary disposition of Contention 1, and

9 the Board should not deny authorization to issue a

10 license, and the Board should not terminate the

11 proceeding.

12 Rather, as we discussed in our briefs, the

13 resolution of Contention 1 should be held in abeyance

14 pending further developments regarding the ownership

15 of the proposed project.

16 The staff took an interim position on the

17 issue of foreign ownership in their letter of April

18 6th, 2011. The staff stated that, in its view, the

19 negation action plan that UniStar had presented in

20 January of 2011 was insufficient to negate the one

21 hundred percent ultimate ownership of UniStar by a

22 foreign company.

23 I think it's very clear from the

24 discussion this morning of the staff that that interim

25 position was grounded primarily in the fact --
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1 although perhaps not exclusively, but primarily in the

2 fact that ultimate parentage of UniStar was French.

3 UniStar does not agree with the position

4 that ultimate foreign ownership is precluded by either

5 the Atomic Energy Act or the regulations, but quite

6 simply, we do not believe that that issue needs to be

7 resolved.

8 The letter that UniStar has sent in

9 clearly states the intent to revise the application

10 with a U.S. partner with something less than a one

11 hundred percent foreign -- ultimate foreign ownership.

12 Mr. Gendelman said that Contention 1 was

13 ripe for consideration, and we disagree. I think,

14 with respect to whether or not the ultimate parentage

15 can be one hundred percent foreign, it's not a matter

16 of ripeness, it's a matter of mootness.

17 There's a lot of discussion this morning

18 from the Joint Intervenors and from the staff about

19 one hundred percent foreign ownership and whether the

20 Act contemplates that. And, quite simply, UniStar has

21 moved on, and that issue, no party has brief the issue

22 of the legal -- the legal issues associated with one

23 hundred percent ownership.

24 We believe that there are precedents out

25 there that firmly establish that ownership is not the
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1 controlling factor. But frankly, that's not a

2 decision that needs to be decided.

3 The application will be amended. It will

4 be something less than -- than one hundred percent

5 foreign ownership, and I think, as the staff

6 acknowledges, the Standard Review Plan clearly

7 contemplates that there is no threshold, and I'll just

8 read a couple of places from the Standard Review Plan.

9 First, in the Federal Register version of

10 that SRP, 65 Fed Reg 52.358, the Commission stated,

11 "The Commission has not determined a specific

12 threshold above which it would be conclusive that an

13 applicant is controlled by foreign interests through

14 ownership of a percentage of the applicant's stock."

15 Later on, as Mr. Gendelman noticed, it

16 states, "An applicant that is partially-owned by a

17 foreign entity, for example, partial ownership of

18 fifty percent or greater may still be eligible for a

19 license if certain conditions aren't imposed."

20 So, the question of one hundred percent

21 foreign ownership is moot, and we cited cases in our

22 brief that I think firmly established the Commission's

23 principle that advisory decisions of a licensing board

24 or the Commission are not warranted or are not

25 favored.
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1 The question of ultimately raising

2 Contention 1, whether or not a license should be

3 issued, given the ownership structure, that issue is

4 not right, because we haven't revised the application

5 to address what the final proposed ownership structure

6 will be.

7 We understand the staff's position.

8 UniStar has stated its intent to revise the

9 application and address that position. So, issue

10 number one, one hundred percent foreign ownership, a

11 matter we do believe is in dispute, is simply moot,

12 but the question of whether or not a license should be

13 issued, that question is not ripe.

14 I think that --

15 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Let me ask this on the

16 question of revising the ownership structure. Right

17 now, can you give us anything in the way of an

18 anticipated timetable on which that could

19 realistically be expected to occur, or are we simply

20 looking at a kind of open-ended "We're doing the best

21 we can"?

22 I have no doubt that that's true, but do

23 you have anything more definite than that at this

24 point?

25 MR. REPKA: I think we have nothing
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1 definite. I think that it's a little more than open-

2 ended. Discussions are ongoing and I think that's an

3 accurate statement, but we have no details that we can

4 share.

5 I think that, under the current staff

6 review schedule for the Calvert Cliffs 3 COL, it calls

7 for a Phase 6 SER to be issued in January of 2013.

8 So, we believe that there is still time in the current

9 schedule, without even slipping the review schedule,

10 for UniStar to revise the application and address the

11 ownership issue.

12 Now, the fact is, if it should take longer

13 than that, I don't think that that's a dispositive

14 factor on the questions that -- the question before

15 the Board today, or in Contention 1.

16 As we pointed out in our brief, there have

17 been many NRC cases that have remained open for

18 substantial periods of time pending revisions to the

19 application, and I think there was a nice summary in

20 the private fuel storage case, a case that was

21 somewhat famous for the length of time that it took to

22 go through the licensing and hearing process.

23 But that was described as an iterative

24 dynamic licensing process where it took time to get

25 the application right, and I think that what we're
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1 proposing, and what UniStar is attempting to do with

2 respect to the ownership structure is fully-consistent

3 with that dynamic historic licensing process.

4 So, again, the adjudication can stay open,

5 frankly, as long as it takes. It's the license that's

6 at risk, and UniStar is the entity that wants the

7 license.

8 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Well, adjudication

9 certainly is going to have to stay open till we deal

10 with not only Contention 1, but Contention 10-C

11 however that might wind up being resolved.

12 As I was suggesting earlier to Mr.

13 Gendelman, as I look at the regulations, there's

14 nothing that would prohibit -- suppose we did go ahead

15 and rule and grant summary disposition on Contention

16 1 hypothetically, I don't see anything that would

17 preclude you from coming back at a later date and

18 saying, "We've changed the ownership structure. Your

19 ruling on Contention 1 should be vacated and

20 reassessed on a new -- on the current state of facts."

21 MR. REPKA: No, there's certainly nothing

22 that would preclude that, but my point would be,

23 first, there's no reason to do that. You would be

24 deciding a question that's really an academic issue

25 that's become moot based on the interim staff letter
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1 and UniStar's commitment to move forward with a

2 different ownership structure.

3 But second, I think, doing that really

4 creates a substantial amount of unnecessary

5 inefficiency in the process. What that essentially

6 would -- what we have before us right now is a

7 Contention that addressed a 50/50 ownership structure

8 that was historic.

9 It certainly raises the foreign-ownership

10 issue and I think we understand where the Joint

11 Intervenors are in that -- on that issue. And so, we

12 know the issue that would be litigated.

13 To require all the parties to go through

14 the motions of filing motions to reopen at some later

15 date to fine amended contentions to address a new

16 ownership structure, frankly, is just introducing more

17 uncertainty and unnecessary inefficiency into the

18 process.

19 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: It sounds like some of

20 that would have to happen, anyway, though. If we --

21 if we simply held the case in abeyance now, you

22 eventually amend the application to reflect a new

23 ownership structure, they're probably going to have to

24 file a new contention to address that at that point,

25 I would think, so --
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1 MR. REPKA: Well, yes, I --

2 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: -- some of that is

3 going to occur.

4 MR. REPKA: I might argue that, but I

5 think that we're here today on a Contention that's

6 never been amended since day one of the proceeding.

7 And certainly, the Contention hasn't kept up with the

8 facts and, you know, that hasn't prevented the Board

9 or the parties from addressing the fundamental issue.

10 So, I think the foreign-ownership issue is

11 fairly raised, whatever the ultimate ownership

12 structure would be. I think that where I might argue

13 that there's a need in the future to amend the

14 Contention is that -- Mr. Mariotte mentioned this

15 morning, that he saw the negation action plan as

16 flawed, but that's -- there has never been any

17 specifics in the Contention about that.

18 So, to the extent that the Joint

19 Intervenors would challenge the negation action plan,

20 I would expect an amendment, but I would expect that,

21 anyway.

22 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Let me ask you the

23 same question I've asked the other two parties, and

24 that's about the -- is this an ownership case, as

25 Contention 1 stands now, on the current ownership
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1 structure?

2 Should we see this as an ownership case,

3 given that the ownership is actually, at least

4 immediately, an American corporation, rather than a

5 foreign corporation, that you have to go several steps

6 up the corporate ladder, or the ladder of corporate

7 ownership before you actually get to the French

8 foreign corporation?

9 Is this an ownership case or a domination

10 or control case, or all three or --

11 MR. REPKA: I think, ultimately, it's a

12 domination and control case, because I think all of

13 these cases are domination and control cases, and I

14 know that sounds contrary to the plain language of the

15 reg -- of the statute.

16 But let me go back to a case that wasn't

17 cited in the briefs because we didn't argue the legal

18 issue of a hundred percent ownership, but it is cited

19 in the Standard Review Plan, and that's the Southwest

20 Atomic Energy Association case, decided by the Atomic

21 Energy Commission at 3 AEC 99.

22 There the Commission stated that the AEA,

23 and I'm quoting now, "should be given an orientation

24 towards safeguarding the national defense and

25 security. We believe that the words 'owned,
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1 controlled or dominated' refer to relationships where

2 the will of one party is subjugated to the will of

3 another, and that the congressional intent was to

4 prohibit such relationships where an alien has the

5 power to direct the actions of the licensee."

6 That's 3 AEC at 101.

7 So since that time the Commission has

8 always looked at negation action plans as the measure

9 as to whether foreign ownership can be allowed. And

10 I think that goes to a question that Judge Arnold

11 asked earlier of what is the precedent for looking at

12 negation action plans, and it really stems from the

13 language of the statute and the so-called C-4 case,

14 which I just quoted from.

15 And so, ultimately these are factual

16 determinations. Ownership is a factor that can be

17 considered and certainly has always been considered as

18 part of whether or not ultimate control exists.

19 But I think control and domination is

20 important. And, along those lines, the Applicants

21 here are owned by a U.S. LLC, UniStar Nuclear Energy

22 LLC which, in turn, is owned by EDF Inc., which is a

23 Delaware corporation located in Chevy Chase, Maryland,

24 but then is ultimately owned by the French EDF

25 Corporations.
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1 So, that is a factor that's considered as

2 part of the ability to negate the foreign control

3 because they are U.S. companies with governance

4 provisions, as explained in the negation action plans,

5 and those establish that this is not a situation

6 where, quote, "the will of one party is subjugated to

7 the will of another."

8 And so, that -- I think ultimately that's

9 part of the legal and factual determination. It's a

10 control determination.

11 Now, the staff talked this morning about

12 the two cases we mentioned of partial owners where

13 licenses were directly issued to those partial owners.

14 I think the important fact there is that

15 the NRC has never looked to ownership as prohibitive

16 and, regardless of -- you know, they've looked at the

17 threshold, how much of an ownership percentage, but

18 the statute doesn't speak to percentages of ownership

19 or percentages of ownership of the project.

20 And if we were to take a literal

21 interpretation of the statute, all of that history --

22 and it's countless histories of cases with foreign-

23 owned entities that were partial-foreign-owned

24 entities that are licensees.

25 That wouldn't make sense. I mean, if
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1 ownership is barred, literally, then ownership would

2 be barred no matter what the percentage. And so,

3 again, ever since the C-4 case, the focus has been on

4 control and negation action plans, and that's laid out

5 quite clearly in the Standard Review Plan. So --

6 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: You mentioned earlier,

7 I think, that there might -- your argument might run

8 into some problem with a plain-meaning reading of the

9 statute, particularly, I would think, the idea that

10 given that the statute talks about ownership "or"

11 control "or" domination, that each of those provisions

12 has to be given some effect.

13 The Commission obviously has some

14 discretion in defining how much ownership is too much,

15 given that the statute doesn't answer that question,

16 but here we have a hundred percent, so I would think

17 the argument could be made, in opposition to what I

18 think you're suggestion would be, at least at the

19 hundred percent level.

20 If we're going to have any independent

21 meaning for the term "ownership," separate from

22 "domination" or "control," it has to satisfied at

23 least at the hundred percent level, given that you

24 can't go above that.

25 MR. REPKA: Well, again, I don't agree
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1 with that, necessarily, because, again C-4 says it's

2 -- the statute is ultimately about control and

3 ownership may be an issue of control.

4 But if "control" can be negated by

5 corporate governance provisions, why can't the ability

6 of ownership to provide -- to cause alien control and

7 domination be negated?

8 But again, that's -- the hundred percent

9 is the argument I've heard. I think it's been made

10 again this morning, that that's somehow the magic

11 threshold.

12 Certainly the Commission, in the Standard

13 Review Plan, as I read, said there -- it has

14 determined no specific threshold. If a hundred

15 percent is contrary to the statute on a plain-language

16 read, then it -- we've moved on.

17 As I said, UniStar has moved on and is

18 committed to revising application to something less

19 than a hundred percent. We don't necessarily agree

20 with a hundred percent reading, but it's a -- it's an

21 issue of law that frank -- that just doesn't need to

22 be decided. It's moot.

23 And with -- ultimately, the issue is: Can

24 a license be granted? And that can only be assessed

25 in terms of what ownership structure we ultimately put
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1 before the Commission, and the negation action plan

2 that's utilized in that context.

3 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Explain to me how it

4 could be moot if we -- given that we have a regulation

5 that literally seems to prohibit an application before

6 the agency if there's foreign ownership, domination or

7 control.

8 That application is pending. The staff

9 is, in fact, reviewing it. I'm not -- it's not clear

10 to me how we could credibly find that to be moot. It

11 seems to me to be a very live controversy. I

12 understand that your client is committed to dealing

13 with the situation.

14 I have no doubt that that's true, but we

15 often have cases, I think virtually any case we would

16 have before us a contention "can be" addressed by the

17 applicant making changes to its application, and they

18 are often attempting to do that when -- while we

19 proceed to litigate the contention.

20 So, I guess I'm not seeing where there's

21 a mootness problem here.

22 MR. REPKA: I think, first, that the

23 statue doesn't prevent a foreign-owned, controlled

24 entity from apply for a license. The statute refers

25 to "no license can be issued to" --
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1 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: The statute. But the

2 regulation, what is it, 50.38, --

3 MR. REPKA: Now, the regulation states

4 that a foreign-owned, controlled or dominated entity

5 is not eligible to apply. Certainly that when the

6 application was submitted, UniStar was 50/50.

7 The application was accepted for

8 docketing, and that docketing decision, as the staff

9 has pointed out, is not something that's before the

10 Board. It's not an issue in the hearing and, as we've

11 pointed out the conduct of the staff's review and the

12 staff's decision to continue to conduct its review are

13 staff decisions delegated exclusively to the staff and

14 not before the Board.

15 So, the issue of whether or not the review

16 should continue is, frankly, just not an issue in the

17 hearing. It's never been part of the Contention. it

18 was not part of any amended Contention after the

19 ownership structure changed in November. If it had

20 been proposed as a Contention, we would have opposed

21 that as being outside the scope of the hearing

22 process.

23 So, the issue before the Board is one of

24 should a license -- can a license be granted. And

25 that will -- that decision needs to be based on the
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1 revised application, whatever it might be, and the

2 negation action plan that will be forthcoming.

3 It's no different than if we had a -- you

4 take the Byron case that we cite in our brief related

5 to quality assurance. We have some interim

6 determinations that the quality assurance plan is not

7 effective.

8 The Applicant commits to -- to making some

9 changes and making some revisions and implementing

10 some programs, and the duty of the Board is to hold

11 the matter open and address the issue at an

12 appropriate time. That's the remedy, not the issue to

13 deny the license or terminate the proceeding.

14 So, the issue of a hundred percent is moot

15 because we've moved beyond that. And I know that's

16 been a big focus of the discussion here this morning,

17 but that's just not where -- where the proceeding is

18 headed, and that's not where the focus needs to be to

19 address the decision of whether a COL can be granted.

20 That's the issue before the Board.

21 Let me just review my notes here for a

22 second.

23 Judge Spritzer, you asked earlier whether

24 EDF -- whether it matters whether or not they are U.S.

25 companies. I think I tried to address that already by
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1 saying I think that, you know, it is a factual

2 determination. It's part of the factual decision that

3 ultimately has to be made as to whether or not there's

4 foreign control of the project.

5 Well, UniStar is a U.S. entity.

6 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Do you have any

7 thoughts on this question I've been raising earlier,

8 what role, if any tradition state corporate law

9 notions ought to play in this ownership issue,

10 assuming we were to disagree with you and think that

11 that is an issue we should address now rather than

12 later?

13 MR. REPKA: That's not an issue I've

14 looked at specifically, and I'm not sure I have a good

15 opinion to offer on whether that applies. From our

16 logic and the formation of the negation action plan

17 that's in place for UniStar, it's really premised on

18 the C-4 line of cases and the subsequent history in

19 negation action plans that all focus on governance and

20 control, the ability to have -- is there any foreign

21 control over decisions related to -- to nuclear

22 national security and safety, which actually reminds

23 me of another point I wanted to make.

24 It's that those cases do show that the

25 statute is to be given emphasis toward national
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1 security, and in the current context the negation

2 action plan provides specifically that any decision

3 that relates to nuclear safety, security or

4 reliability or any other decision that's necessary to

5 meet NRC regulations or compliance with foreign-

6 ownership, control, domination restrictions would be

7 made and controlled by U.S. citizens, by the security

8 subcommittee which -- or the CEO that are U.S.

9 citizens.

10 And the whole purpose of the statute was

11 one focused on nuclear nonproliferation, protection

12 and control of special nuclear material. All of those

13 things are things that are really not implicated in

14 this case, particularly with the negation action plan

15 in place.

16 And this goes very squarely to the issue

17 of whether or not the staff can continue to review the

18 application. You know, certainly, in the review

19 process of the application, the mere process of

20 applying for the application where we have an Areva

21 EPR technology, a French technology, there's no issue

22 of technology transfer, there's no issue of nuclear

23 materials on-site. There's -- and certainly, programs

24 and procedures in place for protection of safeguards

25 and security information.
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1 So, even if 50.38 was somehow seen as a

2 bar, there really is no reason to apply that

3 regulation to meet the underlying purpose of the

4 regulation, and we think that an exemption would be

5 certainly a viable alternative.

6 Again, staff hasn't required that. Staff

7 has taken a position that it can continue its review,

8 but the very purposes involved in the Act really

9 aren't at issue here at all.

10 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: All right. Judge --

11 JUDGE ARNOLD: Well, I do have one

12 question. Now, you've said that the ownership,

13 domination and control is really an issue of

14 domination and control as it affects national

15 security.

16 Would you be as sure of your position if,

17 instead of UniStar being owned by Electricit6 de

18 France it was owned by Electricit6 de Pakistan or some

19 other country or -- I mean, it really, whatever view

20 you have should be independent with any country you're

21 talking about, right?

22 MR. REPKA: You know, I don't really want

23 to speculate about that particular scenario, because

24 that's not what we have before us, but I think

25 ultimately the issue is control and domination, and
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1 the statute, in that context, makes no distinction

2 between -- as it does in other regulatory contexts --

3 at least the regulations make distinctions about

4 restricted states, and that's just really not in play

5 here, so I'd really rather not speculate on that.

6 JUDGE ARNOLD: Okay.

7 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Judge Sager, did you

8 have any questions for the Applicants before we move

9 on?

10 JUDGE SAGER: Yes, Judge Spritzer. I'd

11 like to ask basically the same questions I asked the

12 staff, so it -- the Applicant says that the issue here

13 is not really ripe for resolution, so when does it

14 become ripe? How long should we -- should this

15 process be held in abeyance before some decision is

16 made?

17 MR. REPKA: I think, consistent with the

18 model milestones for the NRC's hearing process that

19 the issue becomes ripe at such time as the application

20 is revised and the staff has completed their review on

21 the revised application and is prepared to take a

22 position in the hearing process based upon the revised

23 application, whether that be by issuance of a safety

24 evaluation report or an additional review document, a

25 formal review document, which they have not issued to
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1 date on this issue.

2 So, like any other issue, that's when it

3 would become ripe.

4 JUDGE SAGER: Okay. Thank you. And my

5 other question was, clearly you disagree with the

6 staff determination letter. Why did you, then, not do

7 anything about it? Why was there no -- why did you

8 not file some sort of appeal for that determination on

9 FOCD?

10 MR. REPKA: Well, I don't think, number

11 one, that there's any formal appeal process that would

12 have been available to the company. But, number two,

13 and it's just, quite simply, the company opted to go

14 in a different direction which was to agree to revise

15 the ownership structure and to present a new proposal.

16 If A wasn't acceptable to the staff,

17 UniStar was willing to submit B, and that's just a

18 business decision that the company made.

19 JUDGE SAGER: Okay. Thank you. And,

20 thank you, Judge Spritzer.

21 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: This may be jumping

22 ahead to our second issue, but if we were to hold the

23 Contention 1 in abeyance, my recollection is you want

24 us to go ahead with the other Contention, Contention

25 10-C, the environmental contention?
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1 MR. REPKA: I guess we do, and I can give

2 you a reason for that, or we can --

3 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Well, at least follow

4 this scenario and see if you could make sense. Let's

5 say we do go ahead with that, we issue an initial

6 decision on the environmental contention, assuming

7 it's not disposed of by summary disposition, at that

8 point you have an appealable decision, at least on the

9 environmental decision.

10 You can appeal an initial decision, that

11 is, under our regulations, at least that's my

12 recollection of what they say. We then, I would

13 think, the Commission would certainly prefer us to

14 have resolved all issues, at least by that point,

15 which could be early to mid-2012, depending on when we

16 had the hearing on the environmental contention.

17 I mean, doesn't that kind of set a bar by

18 which we really can't go past?

19 MR. REPKA: No, I don't think so at all.

20 There is no bar. There's no -- there's no end date

21 that -- by which all issues must be decided. There

22 are milestones in the regulations. The milestones are

23 premised on completion of the staff review documents

24 like the SER and the FEIS.

25 If the Applicants have determined to
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1 revise and resubmit the application, ultimately,

2 that's on us, and it's not on the Board or the

3 Commission that causes some slip in the ultimate

4 decision date and, you know, that goes right back to

5 the private fuel storage case where the ultimate

6 hearing schedule and the decision schedule was -- was

7 substantially delayed because of revisions to the

8 application.

9 And I think that's just the normal

10 iterative nature of the process.

11 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: You cited some cases

12 to the effect that when a board finds some problem

13 with an application it ought to give the Applicants

14 the opportunity to cure the problem, but those seem to

15 be cases where the Board have actually said, "Here's

16 what we think your problem is," in a fairly definite

17 way, like ruling on a contention, and then either did

18 or was told by the Commission or the Appeal Board,

19 "You should have allowed -- rather than denying

20 authorization to issue the license, you should have

21 given the applicant the opportunity to cure the

22 problem.

23 I guess that, to me, seems, at least

24 intuitively, like a more appropriate procedure than

25 just leaving the matter kind of in limbo for
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1 potentially a year or even longer.

2 MR. REPKA: Well, the cases we cite about

3 remedies really relate to just that, remedies. If the

4 Board were to decide that summary disposition was

5 appropriate, the show cause order said, "Should we

6 deny the license and terminate the proceeding?" and I

7 think those cases very clearly stand for the

8 proposition that the Board should do neither; deny the

9 license or terminate the proceeding.

10 With respect to whether -- which leaves

11 only the question of whether summary disposition

12 should be granted on Contention 1, and that brings us

13 back to a different position and a different line of

14 cases which is; one, the issue of a hundred percent

15 ownership is moot and, two, the issue of foreign

16 ownership, based upon the revised application, whether

17 or not the license should be granted.

18 That decision is just -- it's still

19 premature. So, I don't think there's anything that

20 requires the Board or demands that the Board agree

21 with or disagree with the staff's interim letter.

22 I think there's just, you know, no need to

23 go there. You know, we understand the staff's

24 position, and we're trying to respond to that.

25 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: The staff, though --
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1 I mean, this is -- my original understanding was that

2 the staff, back when we were having our first argument

3 on contention admissibility was that the staff was

4 going to deal with the foreign-ownership issue in the

5 SER, but they've now elected to address it in their

6 letter.

7 Right now are you expecting any further

8 determination from the staff absent some change in

9 your ownership structure? In other words, if things

10 stay as they are today, the staff has, it seems to me,

11 has pretty definitively spoken on the question.

12 But, if I'm mistaken, please let me --

13 MR. REPKA: I think that's the last we

14 expect on that issue. Again, we don't necessarily

15 agree with it, but we've moved on, stated our intent

16 that -- that the application will be revised and we

17 don't expect anything further until the application is

18 revised and the staff has completed its review on

19 that.

20 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Okay. Anything

21 further from any of my colleagues?

22 (No response.)

23 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Okay. We'll allow you

24 five minutes for rebuttal since we've peppered you

25 with questions you for the last 25 minutes or so.
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1 Let's go back to the Intervenors. Do you

2 have anything in the way of rebuttal?

3 MR. MARIOTTE: Thank you. I just have a

4 couple very brief things I want to say. First, in

5 response to what I hear as a complaint, that the

6 Contention has never been amended, I want to remind

7 the Applicant and the Board that we asked the Board in

8 a timely fashion about this and when, in fact, we

9 should amend the Contention to take into account the

10 new circumstances and the Board replied with some very

11 specific criteria that have not occurred yet.

12 We are happy to amend our Contention at

13 the appropriate time if necessary but, you know, given

14 the events that have transpired since with the

15 issuance of the staff determination, you know, we

16 think the issue is now ripe.

17 And I can see why the Applicant wants to

18 move beyond the ownership issue and focus only on

19 control or domination but, in fact, the issue is

20 ownership, control "or" domination, and ownership is

21 clearly one of the key three pegs there.

22 And the Applicant, you know, keeps saying,

23 "Well, UniStar has moved beyond that," but that's in

24 rhetoric only. In substance, "We are exactly where we

25 were and have been for the past six months, with this
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1 being a project of Electricit6 de France."

2 And again, at some point, you know, given

3 their own brief about the hurdles they have to

4 overcome to attract a partner -- and I haven't heard

5 anything that those hurdles have changed -- we -- you

6 know, at some point maybe they will, maybe they won't.

7 It will be a different Applicant. They should

8 reapply.

9 And just finally, there was mention that,

10 you know, January of 2013, which is their current

11 schedule, I think, for the safety plan, they are

12 hoping that maybe something will happen by then.

13 Well, of course, if they file a new

14 ownership structure in, say, December 2012, you know

15 who's going to be accused of delaying the licensing

16 process. It's going to be the Joint Intervenors.

17 But I -- you know, we are not the ones

18 that are actually delaying this process.

19 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Any questions for the

20 intervenors from my fellow judges?

21 (No response.)

22 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Okay. Why don't we

23 hear further from the staff. If you have anything to

24 add at this point.

25 MR. GENDELMAN: Just a couple of points,
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1 Your Honor. With respect to Mr. Repka's discussion of

2 ripeness and mootness, I think -- I understand the

3 Applicant stated they've moved on but, at the end of

4 the day, the application is currently being reviewed

5 by the staff, yet there hasn't been a motion for the

6 staff to discontinue its review and the staff has not.

7 And, while the Applicant has stated it

8 intends to revise it, it has not in the previous ten

9 or so months, and the outlook for that is uncertain.

10 And so, from a case amendment perspective, staff does

11 thing abeyance is appropriate. But, in terms of being

12 bound by Commission precedent on advisory opinions and

13 moot issues, I don't think those cases are applicable.

14 With respect to the discussion of sort of

15 control and domination versus ownership, I don't think

16 that especially the AEC case that Mr. Repka cited

17 represents at all a break from the current Commission

18 position. In fact, that quote "owned, controlled or

19 dominated" means "relationship," or "one of the

20 parties is subjugated to the will of another" is,

21 indeed, cited in the SRP section, and it's 64 FR

22 52.358.

23 So, I don't think that there's sort of

24 another line of Commission interpretation and that,

25 you know, ownership is a coequal peg.
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1 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: You think it is a

2 coequal criteria --

3 MR. GENDELMAN: Right.

4 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: -- for denial?

5 MR. GENDELMAN: And just sort of

6 elementary statutory interpretation that, they use

7 these three different words and they each have to mean

8 something distinct from the other two.

9 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: If they didn't intend

10 that, presumably they would have said "ownership and

11 domination and control," rather than "or."

12 MR. GENDELMAN: And I also just wanted to

13 touch very briefly on some of the discussion of France

14 versus, perhaps, another country.

15 And I think with that sort of analysis

16 comes in more is, distinct from the foreign-ownership

17 criteria in, I believe, almost all, if not all NRC

18 licensing actions, there's a separate requirement that

19 the Commission not engage in a licensing action in

20 inimical to the common defense and security.

21 And I think that sort of analysis is one.

22 that that's more sensitive to -- for example: Is this

23 materials license being issued to an organization

24 majority-owned by Canada or a country with whom the

25 United States does not enjoy such good relations.
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1 But, the foreign-ownership analysis is not

2 like that. It makes no distinction between Canada and

3 Pakistan.

4 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Right now, does the

5 Standard Review Plan -- one of the -- I thought Mr.

6 Repka was talking, at least to some extent, about,

7 perhaps, the distinction between a nuclear power plant

8 on the one hand and an enrichment facility on the

9 other where you might have -- in the case with

10 enrichment facility you might have some greater

11 concerns with national security issues.

12 Does the Standard Review Plan take that

13 into account in any way at the present time?

14 MR. GENDELMAN: With respect to the kind

15 of facility being licensed?

16 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Or the other threshold

17 for how closely you would look at the -- or how strict

18 a standard you would apply before you would find a

19 foreign-ownership problem.

20 MR. GENDELMAN: My understanding is no

21 distinction is made amongst 103 production utilization

22 facilities, which both of those would be.

23 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Okay. Anything

24 further? Any questions of the NRC staff, from Judge

25 Sager-or Judge Arnold?
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1 JUDGE ARNOLD: No.

2 JUDGE SAGER: No, not from me.

3 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Mr. Repka, did you

4 have anything you wanted to add?

5 MR. REPKA: A couple points, please.

6 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Sure.

7 MR. REPKA: First, in response to Mr.

8 Mariotte, I think that the appropriate time to amend

9 the Contention, consistent with the guidelines that

10 the Board issued at the time would have been after the

11 application was submitted, the revised application

12 with the current ownership structure was submitted in

13 January of 2011.

14 But beyond that, I'm not accusing the

15 Joint Intervenors of delaying this case. That's

16 simply not happening.

17 Now, second, Mr. Gendelman talked about

18 summary decision and holding the proceeding in

19 abeyance. I hear him saying that the right thing to

20 do is to hold it in abeyance, and I agree fully with

21 that and I think that's what he's trying to say, but

22 if he -- and if he is, I agree.

23 He's also talking about summary

24 disposition and seems to be advocating that at the

25 same time. And, not to put too fine a point on it, we
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1 disagree because we think that summary disposition

2 can't be granted because, at a minimum, even if he

3 assumed it wasn't a moot point, or an unripe point,

4 there are significant issues of law and fact that are

5 very much in dispute.

6 And then the third thing is, I do agree

7 with Mr. Gendelman, his comment about the inimicality

8 standard, and I think that's a good point, and I agree

9 with that, and that would address the scenario that

10 Judge Arnold raises.

11 And then, finally, with respect to the

12 issue of ownership having independent meaning, apart

13 from control and domination, I just want to emphasize

14 again that the ownership criterion is clearly

15 satisfied, if by nothing else, by the fact that the

16 Applicants here are U.S. corporations.

17 And that's all I have.

18 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Any further questions?

19 (No response.)

20 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: All right. We've

21 concluded our argument on the first issue. We are

22 going to now -- we've already gotten into the second

23 issue to some extent. We are going to now talk

24 directly about it, and that's what we should do with

25 the environmental contention, taking into account the
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1 status of the first Contention, the foreign-ownership

2 Contention.

3 In other words, should we proceed to have

4 an evidentiary hearing on this environmental

5 Contention. For those of you who haven't read all our

6 previous rulings in the case, that Contention concerns

7 the adequacy of the draft environmental impact

8 statement prepared by the staff, and specifically its

9 analysis of an alternative that would involve using

10 certain renewable sources of energy such as wind and

11 solar, combined with a natural gas back-up facility

12 that would basically operate when the wind wasn't

13 blowing and when the sun wasn't shining sufficiently

14 to produce the required amount of electricity.

15 And we admitted that Contention to examine

16 whether the staff's treatment of that alternative was

17 sufficiently in-depth and reliable as required by the

18 National Environmental Policy Act.

19 We're not going to talk about the merits

20 of that contention today, we're simply going to talk

21 about, depending on how we handle Contention 1, should

22 that affect whether we should proceed with Contention

23 10-C, assuming we still have a Contention 10-C when we

24 rule on the motion for summary disposition of that,

25 and also the motion to amend to add a new version of
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1 Contention 10-C.

2 Since we ruled on the Contention, the

3 staff has actually issued it's final environmental

4 impact statement, so we don't have a somewhat

5 different analysis of the -- of that environmental

6 alternatives issue.

7 Let's start with you, Mr. Mariotte. And

8 just tell me what you think we should do if,

9 hypothetically, we were to go ahead and rule on

10 Contention, the foreign-ownership issue, grant summary

11 disposition of that, what do you want us to do with

12 Contention 10-C?

13 MR. MARIOTTE: Well, I think we actually

14 got into that in the -- at the beginning. I believe

15 that the proceeding should be placed in abeyance,

16 including Contention 10-C.

17 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Which, the whole

18 proceeding, including Contention 1, or the part --

19 MR. MARIOTTE: After the ruling on

20 Contention 1.

21 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Oh, I see. Okay.

22 MR. MARIOTTE: The rest of the proceeding

23 should be placed in abeyance, and that would include,

24 you know, any possible new Contentions. You know, we

25 wouldn't be submitting those, the discovery, as well
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1 as Contention 10-C until, you know, there's some sort

2 of material change in this application or, you know,

3 or if it's withdrawn or the NRC staff decides not to

4 pursue this any further because, you know, at this

5 point we don't really see an end to it.

6 But, the fact is that, you know, a ruling

7 on Contention 10-C, should this Board do as you just

8 suggested, Contention 10-C doesn't change the facts at

9 all. If you rule in the Joint Intervenor's favor --

10 well, the license is already denied, so it doesn't

11 change that.

12 If you rule in the Applicant's favor it

13 doesn't help them get a license because they license

14 is already denied. So, it doesn't change the outcome

15 in any way at this time until, you know, the larger

16 issue from Contention 1 is somehow either resolved or

17 circumstances change materially.

18 And we also think, just from our own

19 perspective, if we prevail on Contention 1, it seems

20 to us to be a little unfair for us to then have to,

21 you know, bear the expense and burden of deposition

22 and hearings and all that on Contention 10 when it

23 cannot change the outcome of the proceeding.

24 You know, nobody's paying us by the hour

25 to do this, and there is some real burden involved in
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1 hearings and paying for expert witnesses. So --

2 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: I understand that, and

3 there's certainly an argument that, even if you win,

4 you know, it's a bit unfair that, even if you win you

5 don't get reimbursed a penny by the Government.

6 On the other hand, you know the rules when

7 you get into this. That's no surprise to you, I'm

8 sure.

9 MR. MARIOTTE: If Contention 10 is

10 scheduled we will be there. I promise that. But --

11 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Well, that was what I

12 was going to ask. I mean, are you prepared to go

13 forward with the hearing? I don't think depositions,

14 I mean, at least without permission from the Board,

15 you'd have to face a deposition, but you would have

16 to, of course, be at the hearing and you'd have to not

17 simply satisfy the criteria for Contention

18 admissibility, but put on an affirmative case.

19 Are you going to be prepared to do that in

20 January or February?

21 MR. MARIOTTE: We have agreed to a

22 schedule submitted by the NRC staff, what we talked to

23 them and I think -- I'm not sure if the Board has

24 issued a schedule or not, but we certainly submitted

25 one and we agreed to that --
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1 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: We --

2 MR. MARIOTTE: -- and we're prepared to do

3 that.

4 We think, given the possibility that the

5 license will be denied in the interim, it doesn't make

6 any sense to proceed with that at this time because,

7 unless things change materially, Contention 10-C would

8 end up being moot.

9 So, we just don't see why -- why that

10 should proceed but, of course, we are prepared to

11 proceed, if necessary.

12 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: We did issue an order.

13 Hopefully, you have it on your computer.

14 MR. MARIOTTE: I'm not sure I do.

15 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: June 24 -- well, if

16 you don't, let us know promptly, because there was an

17 order issued on June 24, 2011 and that was just a

18 couple of weeks ago that revised the schedule pretty

19 much --

20 MR. MARIOTTE: Okay.

21 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: -- along the lines

22 that you and staff had agreed to, but we made one

23 modification requested by the Applicants. So

24 basically, we --

25 MR. MARIOTTE: I do remember seeing that,
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1 yes.

2 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: So, we would be

3 looking at a hearing in January or February of 2012.

4 I mean, I suppose the counter to your --

5 I certainly appreciate that the problem, that if we go

6 ahead with a hearing on 10-C, it's not going to -- as

7 things stand now it won't change the outcome.

8 On the other hand, if the Applicant is

9 able to revise the ownership structure, and if that

10 ownership structure does pass staff and also Licensing

11 Board Review, it would expedite the eventual

12 resolution of the case if we proceeded with that now.

13 The staff also would, if we agreed with

14 your arguments about -- on Contention 10-C, it would

15 have some additional time -- rather than waiting till

16 the end, it would have some additional time now to, if

17 it chose, go back and revise the EIS to take into

18 account whatever the Board's ruling might be.

19 In other words, it would move the

20 proceeding along eventually on the assumption, which

21 we don't -- we can only assume, we don't know for

22 sure, that the Applicant will eventually be able to

23 cure the foreign-ownership problem.

24 So, I suppose that's the other side. And

25 I don't know what -- how you come out with the correct
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1 balance of interest from that.

2 MR. MARIOTTE: And I think I would argue

3 that the foreign ownership, you know, the FOCD issue,

4 is much more complicated and it's going to take a lot

5 more time for hearing than is Contention 10-C, and

6 there will be ample time to deal with Contention 10-C

7 if and when the material circumstances change here.

8 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Yes, that may be true,

9 but if the staff, then, has to go back and revise the

10 EIS, that's not so simple a process, particularly if

11 they have to go through additional public comment,

12 something of that nature, it might be a fairly

13 involved process.

14 The staff can speak to that, themselves,

15 of course.

16 MR. MARIOTTE: Well, again, the delays are

17 being caused by the Applicant, to begin with, and I

18 don't see why we should have to shoulder the burden

19 for -- for using our rights.

20 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Right. Well, I

21 understand. On the other hand, I guess what we're

22 talking about here is not something terribly unique.

23 I mean, the fact that a problem comes up with an

24 application, the Applicant attempts to revise it, it's

25 not -- it's not unheard-of by any means in NRC
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1 proceedings and, if every time we -- one problem

2 develops that might conceivably lead to denial of a

3 license somewhere down the road, we're going to put

4 the case in abeyance.

5 Either on one contention or the other,

6 we're going to be doing that an awful lot, and I'm

7 just not sure that's the most expeditious way to go

8 about deciding these cases, particularly given the

9 Commission's emphasis that they want to move them

10 along.

11 MR. MARIOTTE: I think, certainly in our

12 experience, most Contentions submitted by Intervenors

13 are not of such a fundamental level as the foreign-

14 ownership one is, and aren't quite so difficult for

15 Applicants to address as this one is. I think most of

16 them are much more technical and narrow in nature.

17 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Judge Sager, do you

18 have any questions for the Intervenors? If not, we'll

19 move on to the staff.

20 JUDGE SAGER: No, Judge Spritzer.

21 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: All right. Well,

22 you've heard some of, at least, my question. Maybe

23 you can give us your thoughts on what you think we

24 should do with 10-C.

25 MR. GENDELMAN: Adam Gendelman again, for
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1 the NRC staff. The staff believes that, should the

2 Board grant summary disposition as to Contention 1, it

3 could proceed to hearing on Contention 10-C and, while

4 not required by NRC rules, the staff's preference

5 would be to proceed.

6 The staff believes this to be analogous to

7 what happened in the Board decision in the Levy case,

8 Progress Energy, Florida, and that to do so is also

9 within the Board's powers under 2.319-G, to regulate

10 the hearing, and 2.91 (k), to set appropriate schedules

11 for the resolution of the case.

12 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Well, would it be

13 helpful to the staff to know -- to have a ruling from

14 the Board, not just a Contention admissibility ruling,

15 but a ruling on the alternatives issue in terms of

16 getting the EIS finally -- well, you have a final EIS,

17 but knowing whether or not you might considerably have

18 to -- or want to make further revisions to the EIS.

19 MR. GENDELMAN: It would. And, relatedly,

20 there are advantages to proceeding in the nearer-term

21 in terms of simple recency to the publication of the

22 FEIS, availability of the technical staff that

23 prepared it in support of an evidentiary hearing.

24 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: So, you wouldn't want

25 to have to come back and revisit the EIS, say, in
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1 2013, and maybe have to make some changes then. You

2 might have to bring people who have then moved on to

3 other projects and so forth.

4 MR. GENDELMAN: The staff is certainly

5 prepared to make whatever, you know, commitment

6 resources required to support a hearing, but there are

7 certain factors that are just naturally easier in the

8 nearer-term.

9 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Judge Sager, do you

10 have any questions for the staff on this issue?

11 JUDGE SAGER: No, Judge Spritzer.

12 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: And, finally, the

13 Applicants.

14 MR. REPKA: Yes, Judge Spritzer, and we

15 believe that the Board should continue to consider

16 Contention 10-C, no matter what, under the schedule

17 that is currently adopted by the Board.

18 And, as Mr. Gendelman points out, that's

19 entirely consistent with the Board's approach in the

20 Levy COL case which was cited in the briefs. In that

21 case, the Board indicated a dissatisfaction with an

22 aspect of the application, recognized that there would

23 be a revise and resubmit on that portion of the

24 application and, in the meantime, has continued to

25 address other pending issues.
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1 The Board's resolved discovery disputes,

2 adjudicated additional proposed Contentions, and

3 resolved motions for summary disposition on all those

4 Contentions.

5 I think it boils down to, as you, yourself

6 just said, this is a matter of it's not unusual in NRC

7 cases. It's a matter of simple case management that,

8 clearly, the most efficient approach is to consider

9 and hear the issues before the Board, and address the

10 other issues as they become ripe.

11 And, in fact, under the model milestones,

12 again, the environmental Contention became ripe with

13 the issuance of the final environmental impact

14 statement and we think that the Board should stick to

15 the milestones and continue to consider those issues.

16 There was an additional case on this point

17 that was not cited in the briefs, but it's the very

18 old Potomac Electric Power Company/Douglas Point case

19 that's ALAB 277 One NRC 539 involving a construction

20 permit application in which there had been a delay in

21 the project, and the question the Appeal Board

22 addressed was whether or not the hearing should

23 continue on other -- on the issues before it, and it

24 created a three-part test as to whether or not they

25 should go forward; one, the likelihood that findings
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1 would retain their validity; two, the advantage to the

2 public and to litigants in having early resolution;

3 and, three, possible prejudice arising from the early

4 hearing.

5 And just like in that case, we think that

6 all those findings would lead you to conclude that you

7 should go forward with 10-C.

8 I think, certainly, the findings on the

9 environmental issue will be valid. I think that,

10 second, the -- there's certainly advantage to the

11 parties, including UniStar and the staff. I think the

12 scenario you hit on is exactly right that, if there

13 were some sort of adverse decision and some additional

14 environmental analysis or disclosure that' s necessary,

15 there's no reason to put that off.

16 I mean, I think it's advantageous to the

17 overall schedule to move forward for that. And we

18 don't see any prejudice to any party from going

19 forward on a schedule that's entirely consistent with

20 model milestones for the normal hearing process.

21 And that's certainly the process that the

22 Intervenors and everybody else signed up for when they

23 got into this.

24 So, overall, we think that, you know,

25 resolution of Contention 10-C, it certainly would
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1 resolve one issue that's before the agency, and it

2 would reduce by one the uncertainty associated with

3 the project.

4 So, as UniStar moves forward to assure the

5 viability of the Calvert Cliffs 3 process we think

6 UniStar has a strong interest in resolving any -- any

7 and all uncertainties associated with the process and

8 so, therefore, we believe that the Board should

9 continue to address and resolve any issues in

10 controversy as each of those issues become ripe for

11 consideration, and 10-C is ripe now, and the schedule

12 the Board has adopted is an appropriate one.

13 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: So, you're proposal

14 would be to proceed with 10-C on the existing

15 schedule, hold the foreign-ownership contention in

16 abeyance, even after, let's assume, we get to an

17 initial decision, issue an initial decision -- I guess

18 it would be a partial initial decision on Contention

19 10-C, but continue to hold Contention 1 in abeyance,

20 conceivably even after we had issued that partial

21 initial decision on 10-C. Is that a --

22 MR. REPKA: Yes.

23 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: -- fair summary?

24 MR. REPKA: Yes. It's possible -- I mean,

25 the environmental and the safety issues in this case
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1 have always been bifurcated and so I think that we

2 always contemplated that there would be at least two

3 partial initial decisions; one on the environmental

4 issues and one on the issues implicated or addressed

5 in the SER, and I think that's exactly what we

6 contemplate going forward.

7 Again, the timing of which comes first

8 and, you know, all of that may be uncertain but,

9 frankly, that uncertainty shouldn't dictate the case

10 management here which should be to address -- address

11 the environmental issues based on the FEIS and address

12 the ownership issue based on the SER, when it's

13 issued.

14 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Very well. Any

15 questions for the Intervenor -- for the Applicants on

16 that?

17 JUDGE ARNOLD: Just one.

18 If we should decide to hold Contention 1

19 in abeyance, should there be some deadline until such-

20 and-such a date, or is it going to be open-ended until

21 UniStar does something, or --

22 MR. REPKA: I think that it can be open-

23 ended, subject to further developments, and we would

24 be under an obligation to update the Board as to any

25 material new developments. And so, the decision of
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1 abeyance can be revisited at any point based on new

2 information.

3 But, as we pointed out in the briefs, the

4 Washington Public Power Supply case was held in

5 abeyance with, I believe, it was quarterly status

6 reports for 17 years, between suspension of the

7 project and termination.

8 And, you know, we're not talking, by any

9 means, on those, but the point is --

10 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: How many years ago was

11 that?

12 MR. REPKA: The project was finally

13 terminated on the two thousands, I believe.

14 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Oh, really. Okay.

15 MR. REPKA: When it came off the formal

16 deferred plant list. Again, that's -- so I think the

17 short answer is: No, the open-ended nature should not

18 affect it, but it can be reconsidered at any

19 appropriate time.

20 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Any further -- do the

21 Intervenors have anything further to add on this

22 issue? The staff?

23 MR. GENDELMAN: No, Your Honor.

24 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Very well. I think we

25 are concluded. Right on schedule, actually. Thank
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1 you for your participation today and the arguments

2 have been very helpful to the Board.

3 Unless anyone has any other procedural

4 issues they'd like to raise with us, I think we will

5 adjourn the hearing.

6 (No response.)

7 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: Going once, twice,

8 three times.

9 Thank you, Judge Sager. We're going to

10 call it quits now.

11 JUDGE ARNOLD: Do you want to arrange a

12 time to tell him to get back to him?

13 CHAIRMAN SPRITZER: We'll be in touch

14 shortly, Judge Sager.

15 Very good. Thank you for your

16 participation today. We're adjourned.

17 (Whereupon, the proceedings were concluded

18 at 11:59 a.m.)
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